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as there(Wolbert
are the horses
and thewith
rabble
still to come behind.
SMIDTand
, in mules
collaboration
GEBREMICHAEL
Nguse)Here, the
181
horses and mules are positioned in between the brave-looking warriors ahead
of them and the rabble behind. They are, hence, positioned to the extent of

Research Abstracts
The square
canopy of
of research
the Holy Ark
with the
Ten Commandments
kept in the meqdes of
Selected
abstracts
projects
in social
sciences and humanities
Ethiopian Orthodox churches, to be carried on the head by deacons during ceremonies at
at Mekelle University
193
church.
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being accompanied by the rabble (the lower class, the common people). The
Dereje
– Markus Virgil H
sense of dehumanization is foregrounded as the horses and
mulesFeyissa
are found
humanized by seizing the position at which the rabble should Resources
have beenin the Horn of
(SZÉLINGER
placed. Such a literary effect is made perceptible through the use of
a deviant Balázs)
graphological design showing the genre influence of poetry. The text might
have been presented as in the form of the italicized version above, but then it
would be devoid of such a literary effect. This can be proved to have
been the
The 18th International Conference
case by the narrator’s description of the retainers’ arrival at the church
“Movements in Ethiopia,
compound as follows.
3 November 2012 (Wolbe

National Workshop: „Socio-cultu
Extract 2:
Sugar and
“Then, the tabot with all its retainers – priests, dignitaries, merchants
andIrrigation Proje
ITIKU
Gabrehiwot)
(M
farmers [in the order of their arrangement, it seems]. And all of them
walked around the church three times.” (Italics mine, p. 155).
The Mikael Iyasu Library: Mekelle
Family of the Late Mikael
Here, as the retainers are within the church compound andInternational
as the horsesWorkshop
and
on Docu
mules are tied to the nearby trees, the sense of dehumanization seems
to and
be Art Heritage
Cultural
suspended. But if we look critically through the text, we can find
it being
Research
Institute, Debre
foregrounded by another feature, as embodied in the extract given below.
Illustrated Conference Re

International Workshop on “Cult
Extract 3:
at Mekelle
1. A heron, her long neck outstretched, rose from the tree,
flappedUniversity, 15 M
From
Ambivalence
lazily across the face of the sun, sailed towards the
grove
of… trees to Acceptance
around the church, circled it two or three times, uttered in
a Ethiopia,
wild and University of
(Andreas
WETTER)
piercing cry, and came back and landed where she had started.
Workshop “On the History and C
(Italics mine, p. 149).
University, 17-18 M
2. A bird sitting in the tree fluttered twice from branchMekelle
to branch
– Zeus WELLNHOFER)
with a whistle, then jerking its tail flew up towards the church. (Italics
mine, p. 73).

Here we can notice the parallelism between the retainers’ movement around
the church and that of a bird (a heron). A heron is described
(see extract
3.1) and Western
A Journey
to Central
as acting instinctually (circling [the church] two or three times) just like what
the gold
of the Aksumites or
the retainers (see extract 2) seem to do consciously (walkingDid
around
the church
ongoing
research on local
three times). We can also compare the sudden movement of the preacher
(Wolbert SMIDT, in collab
trotting up to the church (see extract 1) with the jerking of the bird flying up to
the church (see extract 3.2), each of them starting from their respective tree. In
fact, human beings seem to possess trees the way that birds do: “the conjurewoman noticed, and sent her son to stand by his tree in acknowledgement”
(italics mine, p. 151). A beggar is also described as goingSelected
up to the
churchof research pro
abstracts
while jerking his feet, like what the bird did in jerking its tail: “most
of theUniversity
at Mekelle
16
15
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beggars, however, had already gone up to the church… He [a beggar] fell, rose
Dereje Feyissa
– Markus
Hoehne:
Borders weirdly
and Borderlands
heavily
from the
dirt, andVirgil
left the
place swaying
and jerkingashis feet. The
Resources
in the Horn
Africa.
Woodbridge
rest waited
for additional
left of
overs”
(italics
mine, p.2010
84). This points out a
(SZÉLINGER
Balázs)human consciousness and the instinctual motives 140
quasi-synonymity
between
of
non-human creatures, which is a good mark of dehumanization with the
Conference
Reports
attendant features of moral decay and animalism. This is
also well rendered
in
the novel
through
the
description
of
human
shelters
in
a
way
proper
to
The 18th International Conference of Ethiopian Studies in Dirre Dawa:
animals, as follows.
“Movements in Ethiopia, Ethiopia in Movement”, 29 October to
A. On some of the hills, you saw nestling some solitary half-rotten
3human
November
2012
(Wolbert
– Chikage roofs)…
OBA-SMIDT
) from their
144
shelters
(leaning
wallsSMIDT
and dilapidated
And
Nationalhole-like
Workshop:
Impact
Welqayt
doors, „Socio-cultural
you saw issue out
theirAssessment
inhabitantsof– the
stained,
it seemed,
Sugar
Project”,
2012,
University
by theand
sun,Irrigation
by the dust,
and 6byOctober
the rains,
andMekelle
all of them
reminding
ITIKU
Gabrehiwot)
150
(M
you,
again,
of the dusty color of old decaying wood. (Emphasis mine,
p. 6).Iyasu Library: Mekelle University Acquires 2,500 Books from the
The Mikael
B. You of
would
openMikael
your coat,
blow
out your chest
as hard
as you could,
Family
the Late
Iyasu
– Inauguration
(AYELE
Bekerie)
153
and start wending your way to the church… A lean old jackal shedding her
International
Workshop
and Preservation
of Ethiopian
coat appeared
from on
someDocumentation
bush, sniffing, perhaps,
for a decomposing
body.
Cultural
and
Art
Heritage
of
the
Haddis
Alemayehu
Cultural
and
(Emphasis mine, p. 7).
Research
Debre
Markos
19bush,
May looking
2012 – An
C. DrawnInstitute,
and haggard
faces
peepedUniversity,
out from every
with their
Illustrated
Report
(Manuel
RAMOS
)
hollow eyesConference
and sunken,
corpse-like
cheeks.
(Emphasis
mine, p. 7). 155
International
Workshop
“Culture,
and Development”
D. And
Woynitu on
peeping
at himEnvironment
[the peasant] through
the bush was thinking,
160
at
Mekelle University,
15 March 2012 (Yoko FURUSAKI)
(Emphasis
mine, p. 93).

From Ambivalence to Acceptance – International Conference on Azmari
In the descriptions
we can
see the doors6 of
in Ethiopia,above,
University
of Hildesheim,
− 8human
Januaryshelters
2012 reduced to a
hole-like(Andreas
appearance,
which
WETTER
) is proper to animals’ hovels. It is not proper for
164
humans, who (unlike animals) can think and create, to live in such shelters
Workshop “On the History and Culture of the Horn of Africa” at
which animals
the help
of their
motives
can possess. We can
Mekellewith
University,
17-18
Marchinstinctual
2011 (Carsten
HOFFMANN
also see–human
bodies
emaciated
and
reduced
to
faces,
and jackals [animals]
Zeus WELLNHOFER)
166
leaning like the walls of the human shelters. Here, humans, animals and nonliving beings [‘human shelters’ and bushes] are described as victims of the
natural forces around them. This brings
to the fore
reduction ofReports
human
Research
andthe
Expedition
consciousness to the instinctual motives proper to animals, as humanity in the
novel
is also
falling
prey to
the animalish
itself;
A Journey
to depicted
Central and
Western
Tigray
(DietrichinRAUE
) humanity hasn’t yet
169
been exorcised from the human-animal to bring about a system of human
Did the gold of the Aksumites originate in Tigray? A report on
existence with a reasoned account of man’s dialectical relationship with his
ongoing research on local traditions of gold mining in Tigray
natural environment. Hence, dehumanization and animalism seem to be
(Wolbert SMIDT, in collaboration with GEBREMICHAEL Nguse)
181
autonomized and automatized to reduce man to exist in a vicious circle
without being conscious of how he exists, like animals. And in the above
descriptions, humans and animals are described as sharing
the bushes
equally,
Research
Abstracts
but the description tends to further foreground the sense of dehumanization
by
collocating
the of
verb
“to peep”
(see in
C social
and D)sciences
with humans
and “to appear”
Selected
abstracts
research
projects
and humanities
with animals:
humans
are described as peeping from (looking through a hole
at Mekelle
University
193
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or other small opening) and peeping out (producing a short weak high sound
– Markus Virgil H
as made by a young bird or a mouse) in the bush – which isDereje
properFeyissa
to animals,
while the jackal [animal] is described as appearing (emerging out ofResources
) from thein the Horn of
ZÉLINGER
bush – which is what the humans should have been positioned. (S
This
shows Balázs)
that animals are charged with a [+human] and a [-animal] character, as was
displayed by the graphological deviation in extract 1, to foreground
dehumanization (-human character) with a corresponding emphasis
of
The 18th International Conference
animalism in human behavior as was analyzed above. A jackal is also
“Movements in Ethiopia,
humanized, accentuating the absence of a border line between human beings
3 November 2012 (Wolbe
and animals as humans are living outside humanity proper. This is effected
National
through the narrator’s borrowing of a register proper,
underWorkshop:
normal „Socio-cultu
Sugar
andfurIrrigation Proje
circumstances, to humans when he describes the jackal’s shedding of her
ITIKU
Gabrehiwot)
(M
(see B above) – instead of saying “shedding her fur”, it says “shedding her coat”
Mikaelexistence
Iyasu Library: Mekelle
to evoke the idea that one would respond to animals’ andThe
humans’
Family
of the Late Mikael
with the same mind setup and sensibility that tends to use the same
linguistic
expression for signification. This can also be compared with
such expressions
International
Workshop on Docu
in the novel as “a naked tree” (p. 7) to mean a tree shedding its leaves
[coat?].
Cultural
and Art Heritage
Doing so brings to the fore the diffusion of the feeling and consciousness
Research of
Institute, Debre
being naked to non-human creatures. But, animals and trees Illustrated
cannot beConference Re
described as being naked, because they exist without consciousness of their
International Workshop on “Cult
nakedness, while man is naked as he exists being conscious of his nakedness
at Mekelle –University, 15 M
that is why he makes clothing as a supplement over his skin, a covering which
Fromher
Ambivalence
animals are not naturally in need of. And the use of “shedding
coat” has to Acceptance
in and
Ethiopia,
such a poetic relevance of foregrounding the assimilation of humans
non- University of
(Andreas
human creatures in terms of consciousness. That is, the relevance consists W
in ETTER)
stimulating the impression that man is as conscious as an Workshop
animal is; “On
he isthe
as History and C
17-18 M
naked as an animal is, or he isn’t ashamed of being naked and has Mekelle
no senseUniversity,
of
Zeus WELLNHOFER)
modesty to live up to; he interacts with nature with the help of– instinctual
motives like animals, and lives on nature under nature’s control like animals
and trees; he hasn’t yet civilized the animal in him with the help of
consciousness to emerge out of the bush and nature’s control by launching a
system of human existence instead of the nonhuman and rigid pattern of
to Central
existence proper to animals. It is possible to strengthen A
theJourney
argument
with and Western
textual evidence from the novel: “However, he himself wasDid
a horse…
the goldPeople
of the Aksumites or
ongoing
research on local
said that he was under the influence of the horse in him” (p. 143).
This can
(Wolbertand
SMIDT, in collab
also be complemented with such a character narrator’s conception
interrogation in the novel as: “These men, these men – Fitawrary, the preacher,
the peasant – Why are they all the same? What has taken from them their sense
of humanity? (p. 44).
In extract 1, deviation can also be seen in terms of the violation of some
Selected abstracts of research pro
selective-combinative rules of English, which produces semantico-syntactic
at Mekelle
deviation. In the extract, it says, “He [the preacher] jumped down from
his treeUniversity
18
17
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and trotted up to the church”. Verbs like ‘trot, canter, gallop’ are normally, as a
kind
ofFeyissa
register,– used
to describe
the movements
of animals
like horses.
They
Dereje
Markus
Virgil Hoehne:
Borders and
Borderlands
as
cannot Resources
collocate with
in the
sentence,2010
there is a collocational
in thehumans;
Horn ofthus
Africa.
Woodbridge
clash between
the subject
to
(SZÉLINGER
Balázs) and the verb. The sentence can thus be said 140
display syntactic deviation. But this syntactic deviation is of value in
Conference
Reports
foregrounding the inhuman behavior of the preacher. That
is, he is made
to be
a trotter (an animal that trots). The semantic element of the act of trotting is
The 18th into
International
Conference
Ethiopian
in Dirre character.
Dawa: And
diffused
the preacher,
thereby of
investing
himStudies
with [-human]
“Movements
in Ethiopia,
Ethiopiadeviation
in Movement”,
October
to
this shows
the presence
of semantic
caused29 by
the syntactic
3 November
2012possible
(WolberttoSMIDT
– Chikage
BA-SMIDT) together 144
deviation.
It is, then,
conceive
such Odeviations
as
semantico-syntactic
deviation, which
onceAssessment
again underlines
the sense of
National Workshop: „Socio-cultural
Impact
of the Welqayt
dehumanization,
decadence
and
animalism.
Sugar and Irrigation Project”, 6 October 2012, Mekelle University
In keeping
the analysis given above, the following expressions (except
Gabrehiwot)
150
(MITIKUwith
B and N) taken from the novel show semantico-syntactic deviation:
The Mikael Iyasu Library: Mekelle University Acquires 2,500 Books from the
Family of the Late Mikael Iyasu – Inauguration (AYELE Bekerie)
153
A. The preacher howling about hell and heaven (p. 41).
International
on Documentation
Preservation
of Ethiopian
B. A dogWorkshop
whined loudly,
then growled inand
angry
alarm, and
finally barked
Cultural
and
Art
Heritage
of
the
Haddis
Alemayehu
Cultural
and
ferociously at the intruders (p. 72).
Research Institute, Debre Markos University, 19 May 2012 – An
C. IIllustrated
like a river
when it is Report
full and(Manuel
overflowing
its )banks – roaring down 155
(p.
Conference
RAMOS
90).
International Workshop on “Culture, Environment and Development”
D. Men and women chattering and chirping nearby and life seething and
160
at Mekelle University, 15 March 2012 (Yoko FURUSAKI)
bubbling as if nothing has happened (p. 99).
From Ambivalence to Acceptance – International Conference on Azmari
E. He [the peasant]…scampered down to the lake (p. 99).
in Ethiopia, University of Hildesheim, 6 − 8 January 2012
F. The
conjure
woman
(Andreas
WETTER
) growling and whining like a wild beast (p. 128).
164
G. In the distance countryside was seen the glare of conflagration – at one
Workshop “On the History and Culture of the Horn of Africa” at
place, the flames spread tranquilly over the sky and at another, having
Mekelle University, 17-18 March 2011 (Carsten HOFFMANN
some bush
on fire, they burst in a whirlwind and hissed
–encountered
Zeus WELLNHOFER
)
166
upwards to the very stars (p. 129).
H. He [the preacher] cantered and galloped (p. 143).
Research
andsnorted
Expedition
I. He [the preacher] trotted and cantered,
sniffed and
(p. 143). Reports
J. He [the preacher]… started to roar again louder than ever (p. 149).
A Journey
Centralwere
and doing
Western
Tigray
AUE)
K. Thetochanters
their
best, (Dietrich
to drownRthe
roar of the preacher 169
(p.
Did the149).
gold of the Aksumites originate in Tigray? A report on
ongoing
research on local trotted
traditions
mining in(p.Tigray
L. She
[the conjure-woman]
backof
togold
the preacher
152).
(Wolbert SMIDT, in collaboration with GEBREMICHAEL Nguse)
181
M. She [the conjure woman] howled like a jackal. Brayed like a donkey.
Bleated like a goat (p. 163).
N. A jackal howled nearby (p. 162).
Research Abstracts
O. He [Fitawrary Woldu] hissed (p. 163).
Selected abstracts of research projects in social sciences and humanities
at Mekelle University
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P. In the distance, the morning train to Dire Dawa. Rumbling and roaring
Dereje Feyissa – Markus Virgil H
and emitting vigorous chuffs of steam (p. 172).
Resources in the Horn of
(SZÉLINGER
All the emphasized words above are normally used for the description
of Balázs)
animal sounds and movements. But in the above sentences, humans (see A,
D, E, F, H, I, J, K, L, M, O above), a train (see P above), a river (see C above),
and a landscape (see G above) are described in these animal-like thterms. This
International
foregrounds the sense of animalism and the animationThe
of 18
a setting
that Conference
“Movements
devours humanity. Humans are described as echoing the sounds around
them, in Ethiopia,
3
November
thus as being devoid of uniquely human sounds, which shows their inability to 2012 (Wolbe
exist in a uniquely human way and their succumbing
to theWorkshop:
chaotic „Socio-cultu
National
environment. They eat to satiety to vomit, roar and chatter five orSugar
six times
a
and Irrigation
Proje
year, and go hungry to whine and cry for alms. And rivers overflow(M
their
banks
ITIKU
Gabrehiwot)
and roar during rainy seasons and shrink down to the rocks of the streambed
The Mikael Iyasu Library: Mekelle
during the dry season. Trains also roar and emit vigorous chuffs of steam with
Family of the Late Mikael
the help of an engine, and the countryside hisses upwards with the help of a
International
Workshop
on Docu
whirlwind. This foregrounds human existence as assimilated
and regulated
by
Cultural
and
Art
Heritage
natural forces like animals, rivers and the countryside, and by a being outside
Institute, Debre
of them like the train. So, man is not capable of mastering his own Research
destiny and
lives under nature’s control and in subordination to God’s spirit, Illustrated
denying hisConference Re
bodily existence to the extent of being unconscious of beingInternational
part of the natural
Workshop on “Cult
setting.
at Mekelle University, 15 M
What is entailed at such a syntactic level can be substantiated by taking
From Ambivalence to Acceptance
some telling descriptions from the novel as follows.
in Ethiopia, University of
(Andreas WETTER)
Extract 4:

Workshop
Inside the hovel, there was another kind of commotion.
Some“On
of the History and C
Mekelle
University, 17-18 M
priests were growing more and more befuddled, their eyes
staring
Zeus cowWELLNHOFER)
unwinkingly at the opposite wall, with its lower part brown– with
dung and its upper part plastered over with patches of dirt and mould.
Some of them were clamouring and shouting without knowing either
what they said themselves or what their companions were
saying…shouting amidst that stagnation, the walls reeking with
A 5Journey
to Central
with sweat
and and Western
manure, the earthen floor with damp, and the medebs
rags and sheep- and goatskins. And yet none of them
Didnoticing
the goldit,ofnone
the Aksumites or
of them feeling it – completely befuddled. Even the fliesongoing
seemed research
to
on local
understand the condition of the priests. Swarming in the sticky
puddles
(Wolbert SMIDT, in collab
on the wicker table or landing over the men’s beards and faces and
flexing their legs, they were having a good time. They were disturbed
only when one of the priests gesticulated or sneezed or clapped his
hands for more drinks, when they would rise in clouds of fury.
Selected abstracts of research pro
at Mekelle University
5 Earthen bench or bed (Amh., Tgn.).
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Otherwise they seemed contented with what fate had ordained them to
have (p.–83).
Dereje Feyissa
Markus Virgil Hoehne: Borders and Borderlands as
Resources in the Horn of Africa. Woodbridge 2010
Here, the
narrator describes
(SZÉLINGER
Balázs) the internal appearance of the hovel and the
140
external appearance of the priests with the same degree of emotional intensity.
The narrator, being an internal focalizer, states that the Conference
priests did notReports
feel the
stench and the stagnation of the hovel – they are described as being part of the
The 18th International
Conference
of Ethiopian
Studies
in Dirre
stagnation.
Hence, the
stench and
stagnation
of the
sceneDawa:
is animated
“Movements
in Ethiopia,
Ethiopiaand
in Movement”,
29 October
[+animate]
so as to devour
their feelings
to reduce them
to being to
its mere
3 November
2012 (Wolbert
– Chikage
OBA-S
MIDT
144
appendage.
On the other
hand, theSMIDT
narrator
humanizes
the
flies) and shows
them
living
up to their
reputation – Impact
they have
the natural
National
Workshop:
„Socio-cultural
Assessment
of reputation
the Welqaytof living
on dirt and
rubbish.
Nor
do
the
flies
miss
their
means
of
survival;
they land on
Sugar and Irrigation Project”, 6 October 2012, Mekelle University
men’s beards
andGabrehiwot)
faces that reek with the stench of the hovel. This is also 150
an
(MITIKU
aspect of stylistic choice, giving prominence to the status of the men as part of
The Mikael Iyasu Library: Mekelle University Acquires 2,500 Books from the
the rubbish scene. This stylistic organization of the description foregrounds
Family of the Late Mikael Iyasu – Inauguration (AYELE Bekerie)
153
man’s mere bodily existence, lacking human-proper consciousness, being part
International
on Documentation
and Preservation
Ethiopian
of
the scene –Workshop
against a background
of animating
the setting toofhave
the power
Cultural
and
Art
Heritage
of
the
Haddis
Alemayehu
Cultural
and
of influencing him. This entails dehumanization and man’s inability to live up
Research
Institute, Debre Markos University, 19 May 2012 – An
to his manly
reputation.
Conference
Report
(Manuel
) description of some
155
TheIllustrated
above point
is also well
rendered
in theRAMOS
narrator’s
sheep
as darting
away in
from
the hullaballoo
while the people are
International
Workshop
on terror
“Culture,
Environment
and Development”
described
as
fighting
tooth
and
nail
for
some
remains
of
food,
) which is not
160
at Mekelle University, 15 March 2012 (Yoko FURUSAKI
actually intended for them (see p. 72). Here, the sheep seem to be humanized
From Ambivalence to Acceptance – International Conference on Azmari
and a bit uplifted to the level of manly thought as they move away from the
Ethiopia,which
University
of Hildesheim,
6 −unconscious
8 January 2012
chaotic in
situation,
the people
seem to be
of because they
(Andreas
W
ETTER)
164
evidently do not know any other manner of behaving. And they go beyond the
Workshop
“On the History
andpart
Culture
of chaotic
the Horn
of Africa” atThis shows [border
of humanity
to become
of the
environment.
University,
17-18
2011 (Carsten
HOFFMANN
human]Mekelle
character
on the part
of March
the people,
and is seen
foregrounded against
– Zeusof
Wthe
ELLNHOFER
166
the backdrop
sheep’s )seemingly human act. Focused descriptions of the
above kind (extract 4), in animating the setting, also serve in the novel to
enhance the perceptibility of the sense of dehumanization, decadence and
animalism. The extracts given below add
color to and
how Expedition
humans are animalized
Research
Reports
to the extent of behaving like the dogs’ feeding habits.
A Journey to Central and Western Tigray (Dietrich RAUE)
169
Did theExtract
gold of5:the Aksumites originate in Tigray? A report on
A
basketresearch
of gnawed
bones
was then
thrown
dogs, whose
ongoing
on local
traditions
of gold
miningtoin the
Tigray
whimpersSand
echoed all over
place. Snapping
and snarling
(Wolbert
MIDTbawls
, in collaboration
with the
GEBREMICHAEL
Nguse)
181
as they fought over the scraps, they fell upon their share snuffing,
snatching and gnawing vigorously (p. 84).

Research Abstracts
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6: University
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And no sooner had the tabot entered the church than pandemonium
broke loose. With knives and swords in their hands,Dereje
men Feyissa
and women
– Markus Virgil H
ran after flesh. And everywhere in the churchyard, they began
to slicein the Horn of
Resources
the sacrificial animals alive. One cutting – another snatching
– one Balázs)
(SZÉLINGER
struggling – another running. Everywhere in the churchyard animals
being carved up before they kicked off, one cutting from the hind leg,
another from the fore leg, another from the stomach…Everything
The 18th International Conference
about it – chaotic and primordial (p. 155-156).
“Movements in Ethiopia,
November
Here, humans are seen as unable to make a difference in terms of 3the
manner 2012 (Wolbe
they display while they are having a meal; they behave National
like whatWorkshop:
the wild „Socio-cultu
animals do over their prey and the domesticated wolves (dogs) over
Sugarthrown
and Irrigation Proje
bones. This foregrounds dehumanization and animalism, as human
ITIKU Gabrehiwot)
(Mexistence
fails to emerge out of the chaotic environment with the resultant effect being
The Mikael Iyasu Library: Mekelle
the gratification of bodily needs in the animals’ way.
Family of the Late Mikael
The main argument of the article boils down to showing that life, as it is
on Docu
depicted in The Thirteenth Sun in the Ethiopian context, is theInternational
result of theWorkshop
clash
Cultural
and
Art
Heritage
between these forces: the one is religious asceticism imposed from above with
Institute, Debre
the motto of “it is better to lose the kingdom of this world than Research
to lose the
Illustrated Conference Re
kingdom of heaven” (p. 150) to repress human spirits for worldly achievement;
the second is the human spirits found repressed in the International
human-animalWorkshop
but
on “Cult
awaiting exorcism to launch a system of human existence, thereby ensuring
the
at Mekelle University, 15 M
complementarity of the soul and the body. And the people, living without
From Ambivalence to Acceptance
consciousness in bewilderment in between, struggle with their bodily or
in to
Ethiopia,
worldly desires by living in deference to the unchanging godly spirits
launch University of
(Andreas
WETTER)
an unchanging, circular and rigid pattern of existence, being part of the chaotic
Workshop
“Onsoul,
the History and C
environment in a primordial manner. Hence, the human
spirit,
University, 17-18 M
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